From Hospice to Home: Re-emphasizing the role of PCI in Pickering Syndrome
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Introduction

Pickering syndrome (PS) is a clinical syndrome of recurrent flash pulmonary edema (FPE) in the presence of bilateral renal artery stenosis (RAS), in those without underlying cardiac disease. Interestingly, it can also occur with unilateral RAS if there only one functioning (solitary) kidney. In patients with valvular disease or heart failure, recurrent FPE from true PS can be overlooked.

We present this diagnostic dilemma, in a woman who was initially admitted for diastolic heart failure destined for hospice given her recurrent hypoxic respiratory failure and dependence on ultrafiltration (UF). However, with appropriate intervention of this rare clinical entity allowed her to be discharged home with an excellent prognosis.

Case Presentation.

77-year-old female admitted for a one-week history of dyspnea. She has a pertinent cardiac history for heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) with a several admissions over the past few months, moderate aortic stenosis and mitral regurgitation. Prior to admission she was started on isosorbide mononitrate 30 mg PO daily and losartan 50 mg PO daily due to uncontrolled blood pressure. Other pertinent home medications included: Aspirin 81 mg PO daily, Metoprolol tartrate 25 mg PO BID, Furosemide 40 mg PO daily, and Amlodipine 10 mg PO daily.

On admission, her vital signs were 190/110 mmHg, 64 (sinus) beats/min and SpO2 50% requiring non-invasive mechanical ventilation (NIMV). Her clinical exam was consistent with congestive heart failure. Initial ECG at baseline was normal sinus rhythm with non-specific ST-segments changes. At that time, 2D Trans-thoracic ECHO showed an ejection fraction of 65% with moderate AS and MR. She had a previously normal coronary angiogram. Initial labs showed a Creatinine of 1.0 mg/dL. She was managed with blood pressure control and IV diuretics.

Over 1-week her serum creatinine increased to 4.7 mg/dL. Despite hypervolemia and further diuresis her serum creatinine increased to 4.7 mg/dL and progressed to anuric AKI requiring HD removing two-to-three L of ultrafiltration. Over the next two weeks, her hospital stay was complicated by recurrent episodes of acute pulmonary edema, hypoxic respiratory failure in the setting of uncontrolled hypertension, despite having normal volume status and normal blood pressures the day prior to each episode.
At this juncture, her prognosis was poor as she developed recurrent pulmonary edema that required NIMV and HD. Given her treatment was refractory to all therapies, hospice was discussed until a rare, alternative diagnosis was entertained.

A pre-dialysis renal ultrasound had showed normal renal echogenicity with a size difference of about 1 cm. This coupled with the episodes of recurrent flash pulmonary edema prompted consideration of reno-vascular hypertension and a renal artery duplex scan was performed. This revealed an atrophic left kidney and renal artery, and significant stenosis of the proximal right renal artery. Renal angiography confirmed the duplex scan findings and right renal artery received percutaneous intervention (PCI) with an 7.0 x 18 mm Herculink Elite bare-metal stent. 48-hours post PCI, her renal function returned to baseline and she was discharged home.

Discussion and Conclusion

The diagnostic dilemma in this case was that her symptoms were thought to be related to her underlying valvular disease and diastolic dysfunction. However, the recurrent episodes of severe FPE with uncontrolled hypertension, was not entirely explained by a primary cardiac pathology, therefore prompting an alternative diagnosis.

The prevalence of PS is not well defined, but according to Messerli et al, 14.3% of those with bilateral experience FPE compared to 3.5% with unilateral RAS. RAS should be suspected in refractory hypertension, recurrent congestive heart failure, intolerance to aldosterone receptor blockers and angiotensin inhibitors.

A few pathophysiologic mechanisms have been proposed in the development of FPE in the setting of uni and/or bilateral RAS. Renal ischemia from hemodynamically significant RAS stimulates the sympathetic nervous system and the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) causing sodium and fluid retention. In context of unilateral disease, this can be countered by pressure natriuresis in the functionally normal kidney. This may explain the marginally lower prevalence of FPE in patients with unilateral RAS when compared to bilateral RAS [4]. In our case, with mild-moderate valvular disease, diastolic dysfunction in the setting of a solitary kidney and RAS, she was unable to maintain a normal volume balance and experience rapid fluid shifts.

Medical management of RAS is preferred given results ASTAL (2009) and CORAL (2014) trial, which showed no statistically significant benefit of revascularization vs. medical therapy [12],[13]. The ACC recommends PCI in patients with hemodynamically significant RAS, recalcitrant congestive heart failure and recurrent pulmonary edema (Class II).

Our case showcases a common presentation of an uncommon disease confounded by pre-existing cardiac disease and that patient-focused care, despite guidelines, can drastically change prognosis. A patient once hospice bound returned to her baseline following renal revascularization.
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